
BREXIT – WHAT NOW?  
Atlas Partners checklist of post-brexit actions for business  

Have questions about how ‘Brexit’ will affect you?               
Contact Atlas Partners on 020 3745 3320 or email contact@atlas-partners.co.uk 
You can also follow us on twitter @Atlas_Comms 

	
Today we are sharing our blog on the brave new world of ‘Brexit’ and the following practical tips for 
businesses and organisations trying to catch up with our fluid political landscape. Above and 
beyond your business as usual public affairs engagement, what can you do now? Based on our 
discussion with officials, clients and contacts, here’s what you should be considering.  
  

1. Quantify your exposure:  
 

a. Conduct a regulatory audit so that you know which Brussels based Directives and 
Regulations are critical to your business and industry, which you’d prefer to be 
reformed and any that you would want to see repealed. Can you provide robust 
data about potential time and cost savings?  

 
b. Scenario plan for the different future trading options and identify key indicators that 

can be shared with civil service teams who are modelling impacts over the next two 
months. What facts can you share about costs, tariffs, IP and funding streams that 
might be threatened by ‘Brexit’? 

 
2. Activate your Trade Association memberships: 

 
a. Government officials want to see industry wide positions and metrics to inform their 

prioritisation and economic modelling. Does your trade association have the tools, 
capacity and data to supply this on your behalf? Do you need to supplement their 
resources with secondees from your internal team or additional agency budget?  

 
b. As with the Treasury, the Brexit Unit are already citing a preference for industry 

engagement via trade associations and representative bodies. That means your 
memberships should provide useful intelligence and access to key officials. If you 
haven’t already been invited to meetings to discuss this, consider whether your 
trade association is engaging effectively? 

 
3. Align your position in the UK with European counterparts: 

 
a. If you don’t already have existing relationships in Brussels and in member state 

capitals, you should consider reaching out to counterparts who are likely to share 
your concerns about uncertainty and industry policy. 

 
b. Where possible discuss and agree your policy positions with counterparts so that 

their submissions to EU/Member State negotiating teams demonstrate common 
ground. Agreeing quick wins will be important on both sides of the negotiation, 
could your policy area be easily resolved? 

  
4. Consider stepping up your direct engagement: 

 
a. Monitoring media and official sources will only provide you with a certain level of 

information, direct meetings will elicit better intelligence and insights about what you 
need to do next. They will also allow you to share commercially sensitive 
information, outside of your trade association engagement.  

 
b. Any existing stakeholder matrix will need to be updated and extended to include the 

growing team of politicians and officials who will be developing our negotiating 
position, and those in Parliament who will be scrutinising their progress. Look out 
for our next blog on the men you’ve never heard of who will shape our future 
relationship with the EU. 


